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Abstract--- Now-days the electronic devices play a major role 

in day-to-day life. Where as in case of electricity, people are 

using it for 24by7 as of there were of having household 

appliances are of electronic devices. So if there is any power loss 

in meantime of running any electronic devices it may leads to 

damage, so to predict they were of using the battery to work 

instant after power loss. As we know that there are different types 

of battery that runs with distilled water. So in this paper we would 

like to discuss about how to control the batteries voltage using 

IOT (Internet of Things). It was of having low cost and reduces 

the human resources and time-efficiency and cost the system 

used in it was of Voltmeter. It were of using the Raspberry pi for 

monitoring & updating the values. While they were of using 

Arduino, cloud for transmitting the data. 

Keywords--- Raspberry pi, Internet of Things, Voltameter, 

Could Computing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now-a-days the technology changes continuously , as of 

now the people were of using the equipment’s instantly to 

reduce the time and efficiency .as we know that the 

electronic device were of changes the man life as well.one 

of the device is of Generator[1]. It were used in day-to-day 

life to run the electronic devices for long extension of 

electronic devices and not to waste of human resources. 

As we all know that generators are electronic energy 

storing device and transmitting of energy. When there is a 

power loss in households then they were of undergoing the 

chemical reaction in it depending upon the composition of 

the materials that were and converts into another form of 

energy into electronic power and transmitted to the 

electronic devices. Depending upon the chemical reaction it 

may change in power rate. 

Let us extend the above topic such that of generators 

while it were of using the distilled water for generation of 

electrons and transmission of power. 

There will be of loss of water due to electron transformation, 

while the process undergoes in closed vacuum tube , the 

water in content in it were invisible , as it plays an major 

role in generators , we have to look through it every time . 

It were heard to go through it And also of its very difficult 

to buy at any instant of time while in case of household they 

will not have more effect while in case of large companies 

or any co-operation that were of using electricity 24by7 may 

loss a lot[7][5]. Instead of checking every time of its 

completion. While it were of providing an average time of 

the battery completion, but it may change many time due to 
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usage of power, so it’s very difficult to identify its hydration 

time . 

By seeing the above issues in our paper we would like to 

produce a low cost monitoring of battery’s using IoT and 

Raspberry pi and SIM. The raspberry pi were of using an 

core controller and an design system to that of the IoT for 

accessing to the mobile to given an message depending upon 

the volume of the distilled water using voltmeter 

As of better understanding they were divided into 

different modules. II. Relationship with IOT, III .Flow 

diagram, methodology and explanation of it .IV. Code and 

Result, V. Conclusion. 

II. RELATIONSHIP WITH IOT 

As we know that Internet Of Things(IoT) were used to 

connect all the things in an single device and also control by 

it through the internet or may be also of cloud , but 

according to today’s technology  

Cloud plays an major role. While the IoT is the internet 

access using the sensors for changing the physical reactions 

to an electrical sensors and transform the information[2].as 

we know that the cloud is the low cost and high efficiency 

usage . While it were of maintain an IP address for store the 

data at required conditions[5]. And transmits the data from 

the given conditions to it while the IOT were used in 

controlling water flow in tanks, home automata, monitoring 

home appliance, etc.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this we will be of seeing the construction and working 

of the monitoring the distilled water using IOT. In this there 

will be of having block diagram, working of it. 

Overall Block Diagram 

 
Fig. 3.1: overall block diagram for monitoring the Distell 

Water in Battery 
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In the block diagram fig.1.1, it were of using the sensor like 

voltmeter were used to monitoring the change and send the 

information to the Raspberry pi, where as it used to 

controlling the values and transmit to the admin depend 

upon the condition given by the coder[3]. While there will 

be of using an Arduino to code the Raspberry pi and of also 

to store the values such that it were of used to create the data 

base.  

IV. PROPOSED METHOD 

In our method Raspberry Pi were plays an major role in 

case controlling the input and output. It were of using 

LINUX kernel for monitoring IOT using the keyboard and 

mouse .It were of using the LINUX for boot of Raspberry 

into device and monitoring code through it to the board by 

giving command lines to it[3]. While in this case it was of 

using the code for Voltammeter to run through the device 

and show the changes in the distilled water level. 

The Raspberry pi where of equipped with an range of 

driver through it. As we know that boot of every driver may 

not be possible at a time, so by increasing the boot time it 

may leads to the efficient result at last. Such that of 

installing all the modules[10]. Then they were of having an 

modules. They store the loadable modules and command 

mod probe after completion they were inserted into LINUX, 

and then data from Raspberry pi send the data to the IoT 

module  

Then the data from the Internet Of Things(IoT) were sent 

through the internet by using data or by cloud that of used 

very vast range now-a-day and may be also sent through the 

WIFI connection for any mobile accessing device such that 

it were of monitoring ,  

The diagram is shown below 

 
Fig. 4.1: collecting the voltage value and inform to admin 

While after the they connect to the mobile then the IoT. 

Then the information from sensor such as voltmeter were 

sent to the IoT and then recorded in it. While there will be of 

transmit the data through a gateway. While the Gateway is 

responsible for transmitting the data packets. These were of 

stored in the data base. While the voltage sensor is 

connected to the voltmeter that if any changes occurs in 

battery it will send and send information in the form of 

signals to voltmeter[11]. Then the values were sent to the 

Arduino. While the value in the database reaches to the limit 

that were given to the Raspberry Pi then the information 

sent to the admin in the name of Alert Message as it was 

shown in the diagram.  

V. ALGORITHM & RESULTS 

While there we were of using the Raspberry so it were of 

using the code for storing the values and convert the values 

from the voltmeter to the phone in an understanding way by 

the admin. As we of discussed above Raspberry of using 

many drives to compile the LINUX and store the values of 

it[9][8]. Where as it were coding the Raspberry pi using 

Arduino such let’s see the steps or Algorithm used for 

coding and compiling the Raspberry pi in python while they 

were of using the mouse and keyboard. 

The sequentially steps that are followed by it were of; 

Code for Drivers 

Step 1: Write the code; such that of installing the needed 

packages for the Rasp berry Pi. 

1.1 While they were of: 

 sudo apt-get update 

 sudo apt-get install python-dev python-setuptools 

 sudo easy_install rpi.gpio 

the above were used to get install of python for coding  

step 1.2: Write the code for converting of analog input to digital 

converter that are understand  by the system: 

installing SPI such as: Adafruit_GPIO.SPI as SPI 

import Adafruit_MCP3008 

step 1.3: write the code for the input and output port pins that are 

of transmitting the signal for example: Pin 9 (VDD) -> 3V3 

 Pin 10 (VREF) -> 3V3 

Step 1.4: code for giving an message to the admin if the battery 

distilled water was very low such may be of -5v ,this were code 

using the “If statement “ 

Step 1.5: As we know that the Rasp berry pi were of existing 

only in CUI but as we have we to convert it into GUI unit such 

that the sample code were of: 

def conversion(value0): 

 value=value0 

 value=value*1960 # for 5V 

 value=value/1000 

 pic_value=value/2 # for bargraph display 

 one=value/100 

 rest_z=value % 100 

 tenth=rest_z/10 

 hundredth=rest_z%10 

 return one, tenth, hundredth, pic_value,value 

Step 2: create a new file named and save in the directory  

such as the fie name will be of: voltage.py, directory: direction: 

/home/pi 

example : sudo nano voltage.py 

step 3: enter the code in step 1 and execute in Shell command  

example: sudo wget http://ossyoo.com/driver/voltage.py 

step 4: Run the python code using an command line as “sudo 

python ./voltage.py” 

step 5:they will be of converting it into DC portrait by add 

16.5V 

http://ossyoo.com/driver/voltage.py
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 Step 6:test with the different values for desired output.  

 After the coding the code to the Rasp berry Pi connect it 

to Arduino and as we know that there were used to connect 

it to mobile for transmitting the data through the internet[6]. 

While as if it is less then the -5v then it will give an 

message to the admin twice, so that it is easy to update 

without even checking through it. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the design and development of monitoring 

of distilled water using IOT is presented. This proposed 

system contains a limited source of Sensors such as 

voltammeter. This device were of processing and gathering 

the data from generator and sent the information to the 

admin through the internet or any WIFI server to the 

personal mobile numbers of the desired person in such cases 

they will be of knowing the volume of distilled water and 

add water it may require for it on time This devices were of 

low cost and have an accurate values as an output, more 

efficiency ,duration of time is low etc. they were some 

features of it. In future we would like to develop an 

automatic development of the batteries in such a way that if 

there were of having low volume of distilled water then 

automatically adding its self to their limit by storing it when 

the person give excess amount to it.  
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